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Effects of the relationships between forms
within and across paradigms on lexical
processing and representation
An experimental investigation of Russian nouns
Jeff Parker
Brigham Young University

The frequency and distribution of forms within a lexeme’s paradigm affect
how quickly forms are accessed (e.g., Kostić, 1991; Milin, Filipović Đurđević,
& Moscoso del Prado Martín, 2009; Moscoso del Prado Martı́n, Kostić, &
Baayen, 2004). The distribution of forms across paradigms, in contrast, has
received little experimental attention. Theoretical studies investigate the
distribution of forms across paradigms because forms vary in how predictive they are of other (unknown) forms. Such investigations have uncovered
typological tendencies (e.g., Ackerman & Malouf, 2013; Stump & Finkel,
2013) and contribute to explanations of language-specific phenomena (e.g.,
Sims, 2015; Parker & Sims, To appear). The intersection of these research
approaches raises questions about how the distribution of forms within and
across paradigms affects lexical access and representation. Based on forms of
Russian nouns representing two morphosyntactic property sets and lexemes
from three inflection classes, it is shown that speakers are sensitive to differences in form and morphosyntactic property set in a visual lexical decision
task. In a priming task, nominative forms prime locative forms better than
vice versa regardless of suffix, despite differences between the same forms in
the lexical decision task. These results suggest that speakers make generalizations about forms across classes, including at the level of word forms and
morphosyntactic property sets.
Keywords: lexical processing, lexical representation, inflectional
morphology, Russian, inflection classes

A growing body of evidence suggests that inflectional structure plays an important role in lexical access and representation. Speakers are sensitive to the
frequency distribution of inflected forms within an inflection class and the
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syntactic functions of inflected forms (Kostić, 1991; Milin, Filipović Đurđević,
et al., 2009).1 These studies of how inflected forms are affected by inflectional
structure illustrate that the inflectional paradigm, i.e. all the inflected forms of a
lexeme, and the relationships between forms within the paradigm are important
in lexical access. In other lines of research, investigations of the complexity of
inflectional systems have shown that paradigm cells differ in terms of how predictive they are of other paradigm cells. Stump and Finkel (2013) look at which paradigm cells serve as principal parts, cells with forms from which the remaining
forms in the paradigm can be predicted. Ackerman and Malouf (2013) look at the
extent to which knowing the exponent of a paradigm cell reduces the uncertainty
associated with other paradigm cells. Unlike the factors investigated in studies of
lexical access of inflected forms, the predictiveness of a paradigm cell is based on
the distribution of forms across inflection classes; a cell is highly predictive of the
inflection class of the lexeme when its exponent does not realize the same properties in any other class. These typological studies find that cells vary in how predictive they are of other cells both within and across languages. This brings up an
important question about how the distribution of inflectional exponents across
classes affects the access and organization of inflected forms. In what ways might
the distribution of inflected forms within classes and inflectional exponents across
classes affect lexical processing and lexical organization?
In this paper this question is investigated with two experimental tasks with
Russian nouns. Results from the experiments suggest that (1) the speed at which
inflected forms are accessed is affected by class-specific patterns of syncretism and
class-independent differences in form and that (2) despite class-specific differences in lexical access, lexemes from different classes exhibit the same effects of
priming. These results suggest that lexical representation is sensitive to distributional properties above the level of forms and that multiple dimensions of inflection structure must be considered to understand how inflected forms are accessed
and organized in the lexicon.

Paradigms in lexical access and representation
Various morphological factors have been shown to have effects in lexical access
(see, e.g., Frost, Grainger, & Carreiras, 2008 for an overview). Among the voluminous literature on lexical access and representation, a relatively limited number

1. In more recent work, Milin and colleagues have suggested that what they interpret as effects
of paradigms can be modeled using naïve discriminative learning which does not require
a notion of the inflectional paradigm (Baayen, Milin, Đurđević, Hendrix, & Marelli, 2011;
Filipović Đurđević & Milin, 2018).
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of studies are directly interested in the importance of inflectional structure for
processing, and even fewer consider whether and how differences in the content
of paradigms affect access and representation. These issues are underrepresented
because most studies on lexical access (1) are entrenched in debates about access
routes (e.g., direct access vs. decomposition and/or single vs. dual mechanisms)
and (2) focus on access at the level of the lexeme, ignoring differences between
inflected forms of a lexeme. Such approaches to lexical access prevent important
questions from being asked about how inflected forms of the same lexeme, or the
same class, are related to each other and what kind of lexical representation they
exhibit.

Forms and frequencies within paradigms
Studies that investigate effects of morphological paradigms in lexical access show
that relationships between forms and their frequencies within paradigms are
significant factors in lexical access. Kostić (1991) shows that access to SerboCroatian nouns is affected by the frequency of inflected forms and the number
of syntactic functions they can fulfill. Each case in Serbo-Croatian has multiple
syntactic functions/meanings, e.g., the genitive can be used to express possession
or partitivity (see Kostić 1995: 319–21 for discussion and examples). In addition
to some cases expressing multiple meanings, the same inflected form often realizes multiple cases, i.e. there is syncretism in the paradigm. The structure of paradigms, including how many and which cases forms occur in, affects the access
of inflected forms. Kostić shows that the information content of an inflected
form, based on the average frequency per syntactic function of inflected forms,
accounts for almost all of the variance in the mean response times of inflected
forms in visual lexical decision tasks with Serbo-Croatian nouns (see also Kostić
1995). Studies by Baayen and colleagues (1997; 1997) find that the frequency of
the (unseen) plural of Dutch nouns affects how fast singular simple(x) nouns
are recognized. Access to plural forms, however, is not affected by the frequency
of the singular. Thus, attributes of forms in the paradigm may affect access to
other forms though the relationship may depend on form specific traits, e.g.,
whether the forms is singular or plural. Moscoso del Prado Martı́n et al. (2004)
further support the importance of paradigms by showing the number of forms
in the inflectional paradigm and their frequency distribution – the inflectional
entropy of the paradigm – affect access times; word forms of lexemes with more
inflected forms and/or more equally frequent forms are accessed faster, all else
being equally inflectional entropy has proven to be a significant predictor in
English (Baayen, Feldman, and Schreuder, 2006), Dutch (Baayen et al., 2007;
Tabak et al., 2005), and Estonian (Lõo, Järvikivi, & Baayen, 2018; Lõo, Järvikivi,
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Tomaschek, Tucker, & Baayen, 2018).2 Other studies show that not only the
frequency distribution of inflected forms of the lexeme, but also the frequency
distribution of all lexemes in the inflection class affect lexical access to inflected
forms (Milin, Filipović Đurđević, et al., 2009; Milin, Kuperman, Kostić, & Baayen,
2009). Using Serbian nouns, these studies show that inflected forms whose probabilities in the paradigm differ from the average probability of the same (set of)
cells in the inflection class take longer to process than inflected forms whose probabilities are closer to the distribution of the class.
Together these studies illustrate multiple ways in which paradigms affect
lexical access. They substantiate the effects of paradigms at distinct levels of structure: influence on the lexeme (Moscoso del Prado Martı́n et al., 2004), influence
on a given inflected form of all lexemes of the same class (Kostić, 1991), and
individual inflected forms of individual lexemes (Milin, Filipović Đurđević, et al.,
2009). At all levels of structure the effects are rooted in the distribution of forms
and their frequencies within the paradigm.

Remaining questions about paradigmatic structure
The studies reviewed above substantiate the importance of paradigms for lexical
processing but leave open questions about how paradigm structure affects lexical
access and representation. One challenge is that because some studies focus on
only a single form in the paradigm, it is unclear how paradigmatic structure
affects the relationship between inflected forms. For example, in reanalyzing the
findings of previous studies, Moscoso del Prado Martı́n et al. (2004) establish the
importance of inflectional entropy for lexical access. However, all three studies
they draw from rely on response times to singular nouns, i.e. citation forms of
the nouns. In doing so they implicitly suggest that access to the citation form
is representative of access to the lexeme. This is problematic because there is
evidence from multiple languages that citation forms are accessed faster than
other inflected forms, regardless of whether the citation form has overt inflectional marking (Lukatela et al. 1980 and Feldman & Fowler, 1987 on Serbo-Croatian; Niemi, Laine, & Tuominen, 1994 on Finnish).
A second deficiency in the current literature is that existing studies focus
exclusively on relationships between forms within paradigms, ignoring the role
of relationships between forms across classes. This study also considers whether
relationships between forms across classes affect inflected forms similarly for all
lexemes or whether class-specific properties of lexemes, and the inflection classes
they belong to, affect the relationship between inflected forms in the lexicon.
2. See also discussion in Bien, Baayen & Levelt (2011).
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Relationships between forms across classes; implicative structure
Implicative structure has a long tradition in theoretical studies of morphology
(see, e.g., Wurzel, 1989). Recently, a growing number of non-experimental studies
quantitatively investigate implicative complexity as a systemic property of inflectional systems (among others, Ackerman & Malouf, 2013; Sims, 2015; Stump &
Finkel, 2013). Of central importance in this line of research is the idea that paradigm cells are connected by implicative structure – paradigm cells are often informative about other paradigm cells to some degree. Whether a form is informative
about other inflected forms of the lexeme and the class to which it belongs
depends on whether the same exponent realizes the same morphosyntactic property set in (an)other inflection class(es). For example, knowing the exponent of
the nominative singular of a Russia noun is -a is informative because only Class II
nouns exhibit this exponent in the nominative singular (see Table 1).3 In contrast,
knowing that the locative singular of a noun is -e is much less informative – the
lexeme could belong to any class except Class III. Crucially, the extent to which
parts of inflectional systems are implicatively valuable relies on the relationship
between forms across classes.
Table 1. Exponents of the four major Russian noun paradigms
Case.Number

Class I

Class II

Class III

Class IV

nom.sg

-Ø

-a

-Ø

-o

acc.sg

-Ø

-u

-Ø

-o

gen.sg

-a

-i

-i

-a

loc.sg

-e

-e

-i

-e

dat.sg

-u

-e

-i

-u

inst.sg

-om

-oj

-ju

-om

nom.pl

-i

-i

-i

-a

acc.pl

-i

-i

-i

-a

gen.pl

-ov/-ej

-Ø

-(ov)/-ej

-Ø

loc.pl

-ax

-ax

-ax

-ax

dat.pl

-am

-am

-am

-am

inst.pl

-ami

-ami

-ami

-ami

3. As is common practice, this representation of inflection classes in Russian abstracts away
from predictable (morpho)phonological alternations and ignores various less pervasive aspects
of inflection, e.g., stem alternations, ‘irregular’ affixal patterns, etc. (See Parker & Sims, To
appear for discussion of inflection class granularity).
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Typological studies of implicative structure have found that inflection class
systems exhibit a tendency to exhibit low systemic complexity in terms of
predicting an individual form given knowledge of (an)other form(s) of the same
lexeme. Ackerman & Malouf (2013) show that the uncertainty associated with
predicting the exponent of a paradigm cell given knowledge of the exponent of
another cell in the same paradigm is relatively low across a sample of ten languages.
They state their finding as the Low (Conditional) Entropy Conjecture – forms
remain relatively predictable even in systems that have many exponents, many
classes, express many morphosyntactic distinctions, etc. Stump & Finkel (2013)
provide converging evidence from the perspective of principal parts. Principal
parts are a set of paradigm cells from which the inflection class of the lexeme can
be inferred. Languages differ in terms of how many cells are needed to constitute
a principal parts set and how many different sets of cells can serve as principal
parts. In a dynamic principal parts analysis, the principal parts need not reflect
the same morphosyntactic properties from one inflection class to another. This is
distinct from a static principal parts analysis, in which the set of principal parts is
required to correspond to the same morphosyntactic properties for all lexemes in
a given syntactic category, resulting in the same principal parts set for all inflection
classes within that category. Interestingly, despite the variation across languages in
various principal parts measures, Stump & Finkel find a cross-linguistic similarity
they state as the Depth-of-Inference Contrast: “… languages show a high degree of
uniformity in allowing a given form in a lexeme’s paradigm to be deduced from a
low number of dynamic principal parts (the average number being not much more
than one)” (2013, p. 215). Thus, both lines of research on form predictability find
evidence that even inflectional systems that vary widely in size tend to allow for
well-motivated inferences when it comes to the task of inferring one inflected form
from another. Together these typological tendencies suggest that there is a cognitive relevance to implicative structure that shapes inflectional systems over time.
Furthermore, speakers must be able to generalize morphological patterns because
not all inflected forms are attested even in large corpora (Baayen, 2001; Blevins,
Milin, & Ramscar, 2017), and the need to predict unknown forms remains crucial
throughout the lifespan (Bonami & Beniamine, 2015).
Investigating Greek nouns, Sims (2015) argues that the relationship between
inflectional exponents across classes leads to the development of paradigmatic
gaps, i.e. paradigm cells without forms in them. In some lexemes/classes, the genitive plural is neither predictable from nor predictive of other cells. These cells
are implicationally stranded, leading to gaps. Thus, the implicative structure of a
system can, at least in some instances, have implications for the lexical organization. For some lexemes there is a form for all morphosyntactic property sets
whereas for others there is not. While defectiveness arises as a class-specific trait,
it emerges in instances where the relationship between exponents across classes
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makes the genitive plural unpredictable. Such findings suggest that speakers make
cognitive generalizations based on the interpredictability of forms.
The importance of implicative structure in understanding typological tendencies in inflectional systems and its effect on lexical organization, e.g., in Greek,
raises questions about how the interpredictability of forms affects lexical access
and representation. If speakers rely on interpredictability of forms in language
processing, more predictive forms may serve as better bases for parsing or production than less predictive forms, leading to higher resting activation, faster
processing and/or privileged status in lexical representation. Implicative structure
serves as a way to test how the relationship between forms across classes can
impact lexical access and representation.

Implicative structure in Russian nouns
Here a closer look is taken at some aspects of the implicative structure of Russian
nouns as a way to highlight how implicative relations among cells in the system
provide an instance in which the consequences of implicative structure for lexical
processing and representation can be empirically tested. To provide a context
for experimental tasks, one aspect of implicative structure, cell predictiveness, is
considered.4 To understand what types of generalizations speakers make about
implicative structure, cell predictiveness is contrasted at two levels of structure:
the level of the morphosyntactic property set, e.g., nominative singulars, and
class-specific forms, e.g., the form of the nominative singular in Class I.

Predictiveness of morphosyntactic property sets
On average across classes, some cells are more predictive than other cells. To
investigate the predictiveness of morphosyntactic properties, the conditional
entropy associated with each pair-wise combination of cells within a given class
of Russian nouns was calculated based on a four-class system weighted by the
type frequency of the inflection class based on Zaliznjak (1977). (See Ackerman
& Malouf, 2013 for discussion on the use of (conditional) entropy on inflectional
systems). These values were then averaged across all instances where the same cell
represents the cell being predicted (the rightmost row in Table 2) and the cell that
is the predictor (the bottom column in Table 2).5

4. This is only one of many measures of implicative structure. For example, one can measure
how predictive a cell is versus how predictable a cell is. See, e.g., Stump and Finkel (2013) for a
variety of measures and discussion.
5. The average complexity of the nominal system was also assessed by averaging the averages
for each morphosyntactic property set providing the value in the bottom right corner of Table 2.
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The average value for the nominative singular as the predictor (H(A) |
nom.sg = 0.16 bits) represents the average amount of uncertainty of predicting
another cell knowing the nominative singular. Notice that this is the lowest value
in the rightmost column and the same value as the accusative singular. This means
that the nominative and accusative singular are, on average, the most predictive
cells in the paradigm. This is also supported by a principal parts analysis. At least
two cells are needed to form any static set of principal parts for a four-class system
of Russian nouns, e.g., nominative and genitive singular. There are seven possible
sets of two cells that can act as static principal parts. The nominative singular
occurs in four of the seven principal parts sets, more than any other cell.6
In contrast to the predictiveness of the nominative singular, the locative,
dative and instrumental plural cells have the highest value in the rightmost
column (e.g., H(A) | loc.pl = 0.84 bits). They are the least predictive cells. This
is not surprising given that the same exponents (-ax, -am, and -ami respectively)
realize these property sets in every class; knowing this exponent gives no information about what exponent might occur in another cell. The next least predictive
cell is the locative singular (H(A) | loc.sg = 0.65 bits). The locative singular is realized by the same exponent (-e) in Classes I, II and IV, making it minimally informative about the exponents in other cells. In a principal parts analysis, the locative
singular occurs in only one of the seven two-cell static principal parts sets, and the
other member of that set is the nominative singular. Thus, the locative singular is
among the least informative cells in the paradigm.

Predictiveness of forms in different classes
The values in Table 2 illustrate the uncertainty of cells as predictors and predicted
cells at two levels of abstraction. First the values in the rightmost column represent
the average entropy with a given cell as a predictor. Second, the entropy values
for all pair-wise combinations of cells (all values except the rightmost column and
bottom row) represent the uncertainty associated with predicting a paradigm cell
averaged across all classes. However, the predictiveness of a given cell can differ
by class. For example, knowing the nominative singular of a word is -a is more
predictive than knowing the nominative singular has no overt ending, i.e., -Ø,
because -a occurs only in Class II, e.g., kart-a ‘map-nom.sg’ whereas -Ø occurs in
Classes I and III, e.g., zakon-Ø ‘law-nom.sg’ and kost’-Ø ‘bone-nom.sg’. Similarly,
knowing a locative ends in -e is less predictive than knowing a locative ends in -i
because -e occurs in Classes I, II or IV, e.g., o zakon-e ‘about (a/the) law-loc.sg’,
o kart-e ‘about (a/the) map-loc.sg’, o mest-e ‘about (a/the) place-loc.sg’, whereas
6. Stump and Finkel’s (2013) Principal Parts Analyzer was used to determine this. Available
here: http://www.cs.uky.edu/~raphael/linguistics/analyze.html
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Table 2. Pair-wise conditional entropy of Russian paradigm cells for a four class system
weighted by class type frequency7
Average

0.0

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.0

0.0

0.35

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.16

acc.sg

0.0

–

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.0

0.0

0.35

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.16

gen.sg

0.76

0.76

–

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.45

0.45

0.76

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.37

loc.sg

1.30

1.30

0.85

–

0.85

0.85

0.54

0.54

0.91

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.65

dat.sg

0.45

0.45

0.0

0.0

–

0.0

0.45

0.45

0.45

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.21

inst.sg

0.45

0.45

0.0

0.0

0.0

–

0.45

0.45

0.45

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.21

nom.pl

0.82

0.82

0.87

0.41

1.17

1.17

–

0.0

1.17

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.59

acc.pl

0.82

0.82

0.87

0.41

1.17

1.17

0.0

–

1.17

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.59

gen.pl

0.39

0.39

0.39

0.0

0.39

0.39

0.39

0.39

–

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.25

loc.pl

1.39

1.39

0.98

0.43

1.28

1.28

0.56

0.56

1.34

–

0.0

0.0

0.84

dat.pl

1.39

1.39

0.98

0.43

1.28

1.28

0.56

0.56

1.34

0.0

–

0.0

0.84

inst.pl

1.39

1.39

0.98

0.43

1.28

1.28

0.56

0.56

1.34

0.0

0.0

–

0.84

0.83

0.83

0.60 0.29

0.77 0.77

0.36

0.36

0.88

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.47

Average

dat.pl

loc.pl

acc.pl

inst.pl

inst.sg

–

gen.pl

dat.sg

Predictor Cells (B)

nom.pl

loc.sg

nom.sg

H(A|B)

acc.sg

gen.sg

nom.sg

Predicted Cells (A)

-i only occurs in Class III, e.g., o kost-i ‘about (a/the) bone-loc.sg’.8 This results
in opposite relationships of predictability between the nominative and locative
singular in Class III versus Classes I, II and IV. Thus, the nominative singular
is, on average, more predictive of the locative singular (and other cells generally)
than vice versa; however, the locative singular is more predictive of the nominative
singular for Class III nouns. This generalization is represented for three classes in

7. The values in Table 2 and Table 3 are based on a four-class system of Russian nouns weighted
by inflection class type frequency. If other, less regular aspects of Russian nouns inflection, e.g.,
shifting stress, changes in the stem, etc., were included in the system, or if the measures were
calculated without weighting classes by type frequency, the individual values would be different
(see Parker & Sims, To appear for discussion on complexity and representation of inflection
classes (in Russian)). However, the generalizations about which morphosyntactic property set
is more predictive overall (Table 2) and which form is more/less predictive than forms in other
classes (Table 3) remain the same.
8. This is true for a phonemic representation of the system, i.e., from a speaker’s perspective,
and when dealing with written forms. From a phonetic representation, i.e., from a hearer’s
perspective, the exponent -e in the locative singular will be phonetically [i] if the stem ends in
a palatalized consonant, e.g., v zadač-[i] ‘in (a/the) task-loc.sg’. See Stump & Finkel (2015) for
discussion on how speaker- and hearer-oriented representations can differ.
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Table 3, which gives the uncertainty in bits associated with predicting the nominative, given knowledge of the locative in the same class (nom | loc) and the
uncertainty of predicting the locative given the nominative (loc | nom). In Classes
I and II predicting the nominative from the locative induces more uncertainty
than predicting the locative from the nominative. In Class III, the reverse is true;
knowing the locative form removes all uncertainty about the nominative.
Table 3. Uncertainty associated with predicting nominative and locative forms
in three classes of Russian nouns
( nom | loc )

( loc | nom )

Class I

0.453

0.117

Class II

0.483

0.000

Class III

0.000

0.2337

If implicative structure has consequences for lexical processing and representation, cell predictiveness allows us to make experimental predictions. However,
multiple predictions are possible given that some morphosyntactic property sets
are more predictive than others, e.g., nominative singulars are more predictive
than locative singulars, and the actual class-specific forms may not have the same
relationship, e.g., Class III locative singulars are more predictive than locative
singulars in other classes.
The nominative and locative forms in Classes I, II and III, thus, provide
an environment to test whether lexemes exhibit class-specific organization for
implicative structure, consistent with the form-based predictiveness, or whether
all lexemes exhibit similar lexical organization, consistent with the predictiveness
of morphosyntactic property sets.

Experiment 1.

Visual lexical decision task

Method
In Experiment 1 a visual lexical decision task was used to investigate the extent
to which speakers are sensitive to the predictiveness of morphosyntactic property
sets or inflected forms in lexical access.

Participants
Thirty-three native speakers of Russian took part in the experiment (25 female; age
18–66, mean 29.6). Participants received 300 rubles for their participation. Three
participants’ data were not included in the final analysis. One speaker exhibited
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slow reaction times (~200 ms slower mean than the next slowest participant). Two
participants had low mean accuracy rates (> 75%). Accuracy for the remaining
30 participants was 91.5% for real words and 88.0% for non-words. Individual
response times that were 2.5 standard deviations from a participant’s mean were
excluded from all following analyses (2.8% of the responses). Responses to nonwords and incorrect responses to real words were not analyzed.

Stimuli
Twenty real word lexemes from Classes I, II and III were chosen from Zaliznjak
(1977) and represent fully regular inanimate nouns. Lexemes were matched for
lemma frequency and orthographic word length. Low frequency lexemes were
selected to ensure participants were maximally likely to process the inflectional
structure of the stimuli. All frequency counts were taken from the Russian
National Corpus.9 Nominative singular and locative singular forms of each lexeme
were used as stimuli. These forms also realize other morphosyntactic properties in
each class, e.g., the locative in Class III is the same form as the dative and genitive
singular (see Table 1 above). The forms are referred to as the nominative and locative singular forms for simplicity.
Non-words were based on real lexemes selected from Zaliznjak (1977) with
similar properties to the real word lexemes: all were fully regular inanimate nouns
matched for lemma frequency and orthographic word length. Twenty-nine nonwords were created by taking an inflected form of the real word and changing two
or three letters while still following general phonotactic constraints of Russian and
ending in sounds that could be interpreted as inflectional suffixes. For example,
platany ‘sycamore trees.nom.pl’ was changed to protany. Thirty-one non-words
were created by taking a real word stem and adding an incompatible inflectional
suffix. For example, the hard-stem Class I noun grobovščik ‘coffin maker’ was
changed to grobovščikej which is illicit because the genitive plural ending -ej only
occurs on nouns whose stems are palatalized or end in one of a limited set of
fricatives. The two types of non-words were included to ensure participants paid
attention to the inflectional endings and inflection class membership, and not
only the validity of the stem itself. Suffixes on non-words were included from all
morphosyntactic property sets and classes. All non-word stimuli were rejected by
a native speaker informant and do not occur in the Russian National Corpus. See
Appendix for list of word and non-word stimuli.

9. See http://www.ruscorpora.ru/ for details.
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Procedure
Stimuli were divided into two lists. Sixty real-word stimuli were included in each
list, twenty from each class. Among the stimuli from each class, half (10) of the
stimuli were nominative forms and half (10) of the stimuli were locative forms.
Each list also contained all sixty non-word stimuli. Each participant responded to
all stimuli in one of the two lists. Thus, every participant saw all non-words and
one inflected form of each real word.
The experiment was presented on two Dell Inspiron Laptops (2.3 Ghz Intel
Core i5 processor and a monitor with a 60 Hz refresh rate) using Open Sesame
software (Mathôt, Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2012). Participants first went through selfguided instructions explaining the task followed by 39 practice stimuli. Stimuli
were presented in the middle of a black screen in white 49-point lowercase Serif
characters in Russian Cyrillic script. Stimuli remained on the screen until a
response was made or until 2500 milliseconds (ms) passed. If the participant did
not respond within the 2500 ms limit, a prompt appeared instructing them to
answer faster. Participants pressed keyboard keys to respond yes (key ‘/’) and no
(key ‘z’). If any other key was pressed, a prompt appeared telling the participant
to use the correct keys with a reminder of the correct yes and no keys. A small
green label ‘да’ (yes) and red label ‘нет’ (no) were placed at the top of the keyboard
to help participants. Each participant saw stimuli in a distinct random order. At
three intervals during the experiment participants were given a break. During
each break and at the end of the experiment, participants were shown their mean
response time and mean accuracy since the previous break. Total time to finish
the experiment, including instructions and practice, was 12–15 minutes.

Results
To analyze the reaction times, a linear mixed-effect model was fitted using the
lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) in R (R Development
Core Team, 2016). Reaction time was treated as the dependent variable with
form length, lemma frequency, log token frequency and suffix as fixed effects
with random intercepts for participant and item. Random slopes were included
for suffix by participant. Phonologically identical suffixes in different classes, i.e.
nominatives in Class I and III (null) and locative in Class I and II (-e) were treated
as distinct in the model (see discussion below). Factor significance was determined using a likelihood ratio test comparing the full model to a model without
the factor in question.
Log of token frequency did not improve the model (χ2 (1) = 1.285, p = 0.2574).
Lemma frequency was marginally significant (χ2 (1) = 3.7239, p = 0.0536). Both
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other fixed effects were significant: form length (χ2 (1) = 7.0123, p = 0.0080); suffix
(χ2 (1) = 21.5010, p = 0.0002). Longer forms were accessed slower and forms with
lower lemma frequencies were accessed slower. Because suffixes are nested within
morphosyntactic property sets, both factors cannot be included in the same
model. However, morphosyntactic property set is significant if suffix is not
included (χ2 (1) = 35.065, p < 0.0001) with nominative suffixes being responded to
92.1 ms faster than locative suffixes. When including suffix instead of morphosyntactic property set, post hoc pair-wise comparisons between suffixes show that
reaction times were affected by morphosyntactic property set and whether suffixes
were phonologically identical. All nominative suffixes exhibit faster mean reaction
times than all locative suffixes, although the difference between Class II nominatives (mean RT = 804.2) and Class III locatives (mean RT = 828.9) is not significant
(p = 0.316). Within each morphosyntactic property set, phonologically identical
forms do not exhibit significant differences in RT whereas phonologically distinct
suffixes do exhibit significant differences in some cases (see Figure 1). For nominative singular forms, Class I and III nouns (both -Ø) exhibit similar reaction times
(p = 0.214). Class II nouns (-a) differ from Class III nouns (-Ø) (p = 0.012) but do
not differ significantly from Class I nouns (-Ø) (p = 0.152). Similarly in the locative singular, Class I and Class II nouns (both -e) exhibit similar reaction times
(p = 0.4179). Class III nouns (-i) differ from Class II nouns (-e) (p = 0.008) but do
not differ significantly from Class I nouns (-e) (p = 0.090). (All p-values based on
Differences of Least Squared Means). See Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Discussion
To what extent is the predictiveness of forms and morphosyntactic property sets
consistent with the results in Experiment 1? The class-specific differences in access
do not support the idea that predictiveness of individual forms affects lexical
access. In the nominative, the most predictive forms (-a in Class II) were accessed
slower than other nominative forms whereas the most predictive form in the locative (-i in Class III) was accessed faster than other locative forms. In contrast,
the fact that nominative forms were accessed faster than locative forms overall
is consistent with the idea that predictiveness of morphosyntactic property sets
impacts lexical decision times.
Interestingly, the difference in reaction times based on forms reflect aspects
of inflectional structure. In both instances where suffixes exhibited distinct reaction times, the suffix with a faster reaction time exhibits more syncretism than
the suffix with the slower reaction time. In the nominative, Class III nouns are
syncretic with accusative forms but Class II nominative forms are not syncretic
with any other cases. In the locative, Class III nouns are syncretic with the dative
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Figure 1. Reaction times to nominative singular forms by class

and genitive (and nominative plural) whereas Class II nouns are syncretic only
with the dative. This explanation does not explain why some suffixes did not
exhibit different reaction times, e.g., locative forms in Class I (not syncretic with
other cells) vs. locative forms in Class III (syncretic with the dative and genitive
(and nominative plural)). It is, however, compatible with previous studies that
suggest speakers are sensitive to distributional properties of inflected forms within
the paradigm, rather than distributions calculated over paradigm cells (Kostić
1995; Milin, Filipović Đurđević, & Moscoso del Prado Martín, 2009). Importantly,
this effect is not due to greater frequency of the forms. We might expect forms
that are syncretic across paradigm cells to have higher token frequencies overall
and therefore be accessed faster, but the log token frequency of inflected forms did
not significantly improve the model (χ2 (1) = 1.285, p = 0.2574). Thus, some forms
that are syncretic across more paradigm cells were accessed faster in this task
even in the absence of an effect of form frequency. This suggests that how many
morphosyntactic property sets a form realizes can affect how quickly a form is
accessed. This is interesting in comparison with the word family effect in which
simple(x) words that occur in more compounds and derived words are accessed
faster, all else being equal (Schreuder & Baayen, 1997). Like the paradigmatic
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Figure 2. Reaction times to locative singular forms by class

support of compounds and derived forms, inflected forms may gain paradigmatic
support when they are used in different morphosyntactic property sets.
These results also suggest that speakers are not only sensitive to the distribution of inflected forms within a lexeme’s paradigm and class but that they are
also sensitive to the distribution of inflectional exponents across inflection classes.
Phonologically identical exponents realizing the same morphosyntactic property
set, but in different classes, did not exhibit statistically different reaction times.
This is especially striking given that in the nominative and locative the phonologically identical exponents occur with nouns in classes that are predominantly
different genders (masculine nouns in Class I and feminine nouns in Class III in
the nominative; masculine nouns in Class I and feminine nouns in Class II in
the locative). Thus, speakers’ sensitivity to differences in form is not restricted to
inflected forms within a class but extends across classes.
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Experiment 2.

Masked priming visual lexical decision task

Method
In Experiment 2 a masked priming lexical decision task was used to investigate
whether priming relationships between inflected forms are sensitive to formspecific properties or properties of morphosyntactic property sets.

Participants
Nineteen native speakers of Russian took part in the experiment (13 female; age
19–57, mean 27.3). Participants received 300 rubles for their participation. None
of the participants that took part in Experiment 1 took part in Experiment 2.
Responses from two participants were removed from the analysis because of low
overall accuracy (< 75%). Real word stimuli with less than 75% accuracy were
removed (4.3% of correct responses to real words). Accuracy to the remaining
real words was 96.2% and the accuracy to the remaining non-words was 91.9%.
Responses to non-words and incorrect responses to real words were not analyzed.
For each participant, response times that were 2.5 standard deviations from the
participant’s mean were excluded from following analyses (3.3% of remaining
correct responses to real words).

Stimuli
The same lists of non-word and real-word stimuli that were used in Experiment 1
were used as target stimuli in this experiment. All nominative forms were primed
by the locative form of the same lexeme; all locative forms were primed by the
nominative form of the same lexeme. All non-word stimuli were primed by themselves.10

Procedure
Each participant saw one list of stimuli from Experiment 1 as targets. The same
setup, set of instructions and practice items from Experiment 1 were used in
Experiment 2. Instead of immediately being presented the target, participants
first saw a forward mask (##########) for 500 ms, followed immediately by
the prime in upper-case 49 point Serif characters for 64 ms (see Forster, Mohan,
& Hector, 2003, pp. 5–6 for discussion of prime length and references using this

10. As noted by an anonymous reviewer, it is possible that the identity priming of non-words
could be strategically used by speakers as a cue to non-word status. If this had an effect, nominative and locative forms would presumably be affected similarly, making it unlikely that such
an effect would influence differences between priming among nominative and locative forms.
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priming duration). The prime was followed immediately by the target in lowercase 49 point Serif characters. Participants were given a break half-way through
the stimuli and after the experiment ended. During each break and at the end
of the experiment, participants were shown their mean response time and mean
accuracy since the previous break. Total time to complete the experiment was
6–10 minutes.

Results
To investigate the extent to which priming a stimulus affects response times,
response times to stimuli in Experiment 1 were compared to response times to
stimuli in Experiment 2. The extent to which an inflected form primes another
inflected form reflects the closeness of connection between inflected forms in
lexical organization. As Feldman & Fowler put it, the “magnitude of facilitation
[in a masked priming lexical decision task …] can provide an index of the cohesion among lexical entries in a noun system” (1987: 2).
Figure 3 shows the response times to unprimed and primed nominative and
locative forms, combining stimuli from all three classes. The primed responses
are shorter than the non-primed responses for both morphosyntactic property
sets (Welch Two Sample t-test on log RT to nominative forms: t(1090.2) = 7.863,
p < 0.001; and locative forms: t(1020.7) = 8.595, p < 0.001).
To illustrate the difference between nominative and locative forms as targets
the item-by-item difference between the mean response time for primed and
unprimed stimuli was calculated. Figure 4 shows the average number of milliseconds that a primed item was responded to faster than the same item when not
primed.
To understand what variables affect the magnitude of the priming effect a
mixed-effects linear regression model was fitted. The difference in RT between
primed and unprimed forms was treated as the dependent variable with the
log token frequency of the target, the log token frequency of the prime, lemma
frequency (same for target and prime), orthographic length of the target, orthographic length of the prime, morphosyntactic property set and suffix as fixed
effects with random intercepts for the unprimed stimulus RT.11 Factor significance
was determined using a likelihood ratio test comparing the full model to a model
without the factor in question.

11. The unprimed RT of a stimulus was included because, as an anonymous reviewer noted,
priming effects are generally larger for stimuli with slower RTs in unprimed conditions (e.g.,
Plaut & Booth, 2000).
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Figure 3. Reaction times to primed and unprimed nominative and locative forms

Of the variables considered, only two fixed effects were significant: orthographic
length of the target (χ2 (1) = 29.209, p < 0.0001) and morphosyntactic property
set (χ2 (1) = 4.760, p = 0.0291). The priming effect when nominative forms primed
locative forms was 33.2 ms larger than when locative forms primed nominative
forms. Even when morphosyntactic property set is not included in the model,
suffix does not significantly improve the model (χ2 (5) = 5.734, p < 0.332). This result
is surprising given that in Experiment 1, suffix had a significant effect on reaction
times. Despite differences between the access times to different suffixes in the nonprimed task, priming patterns exhibit no differences based on suffixes in different
classes.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 show that (1) nominative forms prime locative forms
better than vice versa and (2) the magnitude of priming effect did not differ based
on suffixes in different classes. In terms of predictiveness, this is consistent with
the findings in Experiment 1. The predictiveness of morphosyntactic property sets
may explain aspects of lexical access and representation. The nominative singular
is highly predictive compared to the locative singular and serves as a better prime.
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Figure 4. Priming effect for nominative and locative targets

The nominative is also the most frequent cell in the paradigm in the language
overall based on token frequency counts from the Deeply Annotated Corpus of
the Russian National Corpus and nominative stimuli were more frequent than
locative stimuli in the experiment. Given the strong effect of frequency on reaction times in lexical access, an effect for morphosyntactic property set arises
from the token frequency of the cell. However, morphosyntactic property set is
significant above what both form frequency of the prime and target contribute
if included in the model. Thus, the effect of morphosyntactic property set is not
simply a reflection of the high frequency of the nominative forms in the stimuli.
The fact that the nominative singular primes the locative singular better than
vice versa, irrespective of class and token frequency, adds further support for
the importance of implicative structure at the level of the morphosyntactic property set for lexical processing and representation. Results from Experiment 2 are
also consistent with experimental studies in other languages that suggest citation
forms have some special status in lexical representation (Feldman & Fowler, 1987;
Niemi, Laine, & Tuominen, 1994), with the implicative predictiveness of the nominative as a possible explanation for (at least) the Russian data.
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Discussion and conclusions
We have seen that differences among inflected forms and inflectional exponents
affect reaction times to inflected forms of Russian nouns in a visual lexical
decision task. Forms that realize different morphosyntactic property sets exhibit
different reaction times; nominative forms were accessed faster than locative
forms overall. Among forms that realize the same morphosyntactic property
set, forms with distinct suffixes may exhibit different reaction times but phonologically identical suffixes did not exhibit distinct reaction times. Within each
morphosyntactic property set, forms that were accessed faster occur in more
paradigm cells than those that were accessed slower. This is consistent with
previous studies that suggest speakers are sensitive to the distribution of inflected
forms within a lexeme’s paradigm. These results also suggest that speakers are
sensitive to the distribution of inflectional formatives within a morphosyntactic
property set across inflection classes. It has also been shown that forms that
realize different morphosyntactic property sets are not equally good primes in a
masked priming visual lexical decision task. Nominative forms primed locative
forms better than vice versa. The magnitude of this effect for both nominative and
locative forms, however, did not differ depending on the suffix. This is surprising
given the results of Experiment 1 in which distinct forms across classes exhibited
different reaction times.
These results suggest that inflected forms of Russian nouns exhibit the same
lexical organization regardless of inflection class and that there is an asymmetrical
relationship between inflected forms in the paradigm. From a (parallel) dualroute perspective, one interpretation of the data is that the nominative serves
as a base for processing the locative but not vice versa. The faster access to
nominatives follows naturally from this interpretation because access to locatives
co-activates nominative forms leading to a higher resting activation for nominatives than locatives, leading to faster access to nominatives than locatives. The
differences between forms with distinct suffixes in the nominative and locative,
may reflect the fact that some forms realize more morphosyntactic properties
than others. Forms that realize multiple morphosyntactic properties benefit from
paradigmatic support, consistent with findings on derivational family size and
compounds (Moscoso del Prado Martı́n et al., 2004; Schreuder & Baayen, 1997).
This interpretation can also explain the asymmetry in the priming results. The
nominative serves as a good prime because it serves as a base for access to the
locative. In contrast, the nominative can be accessed independently of the locative,
leaving a smaller priming effect based on shared phonological form and semantic
meaning. Thus, an interpretation in which nominative forms serves as base in
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processing for locative forms can account for the differences in reaction times and
priming patterns found in each experiment.
This interpretation is also consistent with the idea that implicative structure,
specifically the predictiveness of a morphosyntactic property set, plays a role in
lexical access and organization. The fact that nominative forms are accessed faster
overall and act as better primes, regardless of class-specific differences, is consistent with the fact that the nominative is highly predictive compared to the locative. The results from the two experiments suggest that speakers are sensitive to
the distribution of inflected forms within and across inflection classes, drawing a
connection between (typological and theoretical) studies on implicative structure
and (psycholinguistic) studies on lexical processing and representation. Implicative structure relies on the distribution of forms across classes, something previously not investigated as an aspect of morphological structure for processing. The
importance of morphosyntactic property sets in interpreting the results of these
experiments illustrates that speakers are sensitive to multiple dimensions of inflectional structure.
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Appendix.

Experimental stimuli

Real words
Stimuli marked with * were removed from analysis because of low accuracy
Stimuli
nom.sg

loc.sg

Transliteration (nom.sg)

Inflection class

Gloss

полива*
паства
лачуга
кольчуга
баллада
плеяда*
поклажа
гильза
гармоника
земляника
порука
гондола
диаграмма
ссадина
свинина
перина
ржавчина
увертюра
кожица
крупица
гардероб
разлад
унитаз
градусник
венчик
отпрыск
отзвук
разгул
гастроном
подмен
жаргон
шаблон
заслон
стационар
пробор
повтор
семестр

поливе
пастве
лачуге
кольчуге
балладе
плеяде*
поклаже*
гильзе
гармонике
землянике
поруке*
гондоле
диаграмме
ссадине
свинине
перине
ржавчине
увертюре
кожице
крупице
гардеробе
разладе
унитазе
градусникe
венчике
отпрыске
отзвуке
разгуле*
гастрономe
подмене
жаргоне
шаблоне
заслоне*
стационаре
проборе
повторе
семестре

poliva
pastva
lačuga
kol’čuga
ballada
plejada
poklaža
gil’za
garmonika
zemljanika
poruka
gondola
diagramma
ssadina
svinina
perina
ržavčina
uvertjura
kožica
krupica
garderob
raslad
unitaz
gradusnik
venčik
otprysk
otzvuk
razgul
gastronom
podmen
žargon
šablon
zaslon
stacionar
pribor
povtor
semestr

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

enamel
flock
hut; shack
chain mail
ballad
constellation
load; luggage
case; shell
harmonica
strawberry
bail
gondola
diagram
abrasion
pork
feather bed
corrosion; pitting
overture
peel; rind
grain; particle
wardrobe
dissension
toilet
thermometer
whisk
offshoot
echo
revelry
deli
substitution
jargon
stencil
backdrop
medical facility
part (in hair)
repeat
semester

An experimental investigation of Russian nouns

Stimuli
nom.sg

loc.sg

Transliteration (nom.sg)

Inflection class

Gloss

алфавит
натюрморт
эпиграф
привязь
отмель
купель
мозоль
фасоль
гортань
голень
плесень
слякоть
копоть
суровость
скудость
пакость
краткость
нервность
годность
алчность
щедрость
сытость
сухость

алфавите
натюрморте
эпиграфе
привязи
отмели
купели
мозоли
фасоли
гортани
голени
плесени
слякоти
копоти
суровости
скудости*
пакости
краткости
нервности
годности
алчности
щедрости
сытости
сухости

alfavit
natjurmort
èpigraf
privjaz’
otmel’
kupel’
mozol’
fasol’
gortan’
golen’
plesen’
sljakot’
kopot’
surovost’
skudost’
pakost’
kratkost’
nervnost’
godnost’
alčnost’
šedrost’
sytost’
suxost’

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

alphabet
still-life painting
epigraph
leash
sandbank
font, baptistery
callus
bean(s)
larynx
shin
mold
slush
soot
severity
squalor
dirt; filth
brevity
nervousness
fitness; suitability
greediness
generosity
fullness
dryness

Non-words
Type 1
(replaced or rearranged letters)

Type 2
(invalid suffix/stem combination)

синомиме
обпозчика
абрихросу
репедятором
лыжлеками
прапмуков
прахкусы
рокогрышей
розбусков
подпуп
лабуна
икдерии

вареникей
теплоходо
скептицизмью
холестеринии
завистнико
винтикой
каравау
капканях
альманахо
лодыра
натугей
телятиней
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Type 1
(replaced or rearranged letters)

Type 2
(invalid suffix/stem combination)

клопиатур
горкацу
клюхпами
алпаргий
разроках
можуики
терепицей
кулардам
гунонность
плюностью
вязгастей
четкулти
киткости
бледмясти
цельнолтях
цолежям
блидостью

трясином
манжетю
придачев
берлогов
личинях
тяготии
тавернов
укоризней
взаимностем
шрапнеле
косностев
скупостя
диагоналу
акварелю
поступо
утваром
жесткостя
трезвосто
каруселу
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